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Abstract—Recommendation system plays an important role in
online web applications. Sequential recommender further models
user short-term preference through exploiting information from
latest user-item interaction history. Most of the sequential recom-
mendation methods neglect the importance of ever-changing item
popularity. We propose the model from the intuition that items
with most user interactions may be popular in the past but could
go out of fashion in recent days. To this end, this paper proposes a
novel sequential recommendation approach dubbed TRec, TRec
learns item trend information from implicit user interaction
history and incorporates item trend information into next item
recommendation tasks. Then a self-attention mechanism is used
to learn better node representation. Our model is trained via pair-
wise rank-based optimization. We conduct extensive experiments
with seven baseline methods on four benchmark datasets, The
empirical result shows our approach outperforms other state-
of-the-art methods while maintains a superiorly low runtime
cost. Our study demonstrates the importance of item trend
information in recommendation system designs, and our method
also possesses great efficiency which enables it to be practical in
real-world scenarios.

Index Terms—Sequential Recommendation, Natural Language
Processing, Information Retrieval, Self Attention, Implicit Inter-
action, Trend

I. INTRODUCTION

As the web-based entertainment and e-commerce applica-
tion becoming popular, there has grown a urgent need for
both users and web service providers to filter the overloaded
information. In most of the time users are inundated with
these options. Recommender system is born to address such
information overload problems. [1].
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Collaborative filtering-based (CF) [2] approaches and
content-based (CB) approaches [3] are two groups of main-
stream traditional recommendation methods. More recently,
the latent factor based models such as MF(matrix factoriza-
tion) [4] and FPMC(Factorizing Personalized Markov Chain)
[5] have replaced CF and CB for its better prediction accuracy
and the lower runtime cost. Factorization-based methods are
able to conveniently model the representations of user long-
term preference with the user index. However, many works
[6], [7] have pointed out that the matrix factorization based
approaches fail to obtain an appropriate representation for the
user’s ever-changing taste. To solve this issue, recent works
incorporate the user short-term preference into the traditional
user latent vector [8]. User short-term preference can be de-
rived from the recent user-item interaction history. Leveraging
upon the mixed user long-term and short-term preferences,
the prediction model is therefore able to comparably give a
higher weight score on the recent user interaction behaviors.
Nevertheless, most of these works neglect the similar phe-
nomenon: the extent to which the items are accepted and
loved by the mainstream users is in a state of flux. For
example, we take kung-fu movie as an instance, kung-fu or
martial art movies are popular in 1980s [9]. As the trend of
enthusiasm for those kung-fu movies ebbs, however, even the
former fans of such a genre might be less likely to watch a
latest released kung-fu movie. It actually has nothing to do
with the quality of the item itself. That is to say, we need
to take this ever-changing popularity of item into account.
Recent recommender systems tend to neglect such a shifting
item popularity. For example, based on the former kung-
fu lover’s interaction history, a traditional factorization-based
recommender might give a high prediction score on a target
kung-fu movie. As a result, however, we can see that both the
classical matrix factorization approaches [1], [6], [7] and the
recent deep learning based approaches fail to find a way to
model items’ changing popularity. However in the context of



sequential recommender systems, the item is still regarded as
a static representation. It thus neglects latent trend of an item.
Aiming to deal with the aforementioned problems, our work
contributes in the following aspects:
• We propose a novel sequential recommender framework:

TRec (Trendy Recommender). Our approach takes the
target item’s latest activity history into account, as well
as the user’s temporary and long-term preferences.

• We utilize the self-attention mechanism for modeling
the representation of item trend information. Our model
demonstrates the excellent learning ability on the implicit
interaction scenarios.

• Comprehensive experiments are conducted in comparison
with several state-of-the-art recommender frameworks.
Our approach shows promising results over the baseline
models. The improvement rate ranges from 6% to 11% in
different metrics, when compared with the state-of-the-art
models in terms of accuracy on most popular datasets.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we will introduce related work that falls
into sequential recommendation category, in the perspective
of traditional and deep learning approaches.

A. Sequential Recommendation

Sequential Recommendation System (SRS) is a hot research
topic in the research area of recommendation systems [1]. The
main-stream methods bifurcate into two categories: traditional
non-neural approaches, and neural-based or deep-learning
based approaches.
Traditional Approaches Most traditional recommender sys-
tems utilize collaborative filtering based methods. Specifi-
cally, they incline to utilize a user’s historical interactions
to learn her static preference with the assumption that all
user-item interactions in the historical sequence are equally
important [1]. In real world scenario, user behavior is usually
not determined merely upon her all-time preference, a basic
observation is that the interest of user changes all the time.
Under this premise the sequential recommendation is brought
into beings. SRS uses user’s historical interaction to construct
sequences. Then these sequences are modeled and used to
predict the possibility of next item which user would like.
Earlier sequential recommender approaches employ Markov
Chain [10] and session-based KNN [11], [12],which fall short
in modeling user long-term preferences. Factorization-based
methods such as matrix factorization [4] and its variant are
widely used in industry for its fast speed and acceptable
performance.

Deep Learning Approaches In recent days deep neural
networks techniques are widely absorbed into sequential rec-
ommendation. RNNs, CNNs and attention mechanism are the
mainly adopted approaches for DL based sequential recom-
mendation. RNNs architecture have been well exploited in se-
quential recommendation domain, Hidasi et al. [13] proposed
GRU4Rec which is the first to have introduced RNNs into
sequential recommendation, however GRU4Rec fails to take

user information into modelling. Due to potential limitation
on sequence length and expensive computing costs, RNNs
based models were surpassed by CNNs based framework and
attention mechanism based framework. Caser [14] views the
embedding matrix of L previous items as an image therefore
convolution operation could be done for prediction. Yuan et al.
[15] proposed NextItNet which utilized residual block CNNs
architecture on sequential recommendation tasks. Liu et.al [16]
proposed a method where using vanilla attention for calculat-
ing the scores of items in a given sequence. Zhang et.al [8]
proposed AttRec which integrated self-attention mechanism
into sequential recommendation. As most sequential based
methods make prediction via dot product between user and
item vector representation but few make effort on improving
item representation learning, therefore seeking improvement in
item representation could be a promising research direction.

III. MODEL OVERVIEW

In this section, we present a brief outline of our proposed
model to explain our method in a nutshell. The inputs of our
model comprises four part: the long-term user preference and
item information, the short-term user preference, and the item
trend information. As Fig. 1 shows, before the recommender
system makes a recommendation item list to a user, the recent
interaction trajectory of that user is used as an input to our
model for quantifying short-term user preference, which is
colored in blue solid line. Here the interaction of a user can
be seen as an explicit or implicit behavior committed to an
item. Then The item trend information, which is colored in
orange dashed line, is learned through the top-k recent user
list of whom have interacted with one particular item, and
this is used as an input for the item trend representation
learning. The long-term user preference and long-term item
information are colored in blue dashed line and orange dashed
line respectively. The representation of them are based of
their index and learned through the training process. These
four inputs are fed into the embedding layer which output
the d-dimension embeddings of them. An embedding is a d-
dimensional vector which is constructed as a representation
for a user or a item. Then we take advantage of a self-
attention layer in order to catch more precisely representation
of embedded inputs. Inspired by the recent NLP(Natural
Language Processing) progress, self-attention [17] mechanism
is employed in our model to provide a clear representation
that catches the inner correlation of features within a user
embedding or an item embedding. A semantic explanation
of the modelling process of item trend information can be
viewed in a way that the interrelationships of users contribute
to the item popularity, which essentially distinguishes our
method from other sequential recommender models. At last,
the re-represented embedding matrix of inputs are going to
be aggregated through the aggregation layer in order to fit
the shape for the following dot-product operation, and in the
prediction layer our model gives a prediction score for each
item that user have not interacted. According to the descending
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Fig. 1. TRec:Overview of the architecture. The blue and orange squares of the user-item interaction matrix indicates user interaction sequence and top-k
recent users respectively. In this case top 4 recent users is selected for item trend information modeling. The blue and orange dashed line modeled from
their indices denote user long-term preference and item long-term trend respectively. The user long-term representation and item long-term representation are
gathered together with user short-term representation and item trend information after aggregation step for further prediction jointly.

ordered list, items with the top-k highest prediction scores are
selected as the recommendations for this particular user.

IV. TREC: METHODOLOGY AND MODEL

In this section, we go through each component of our model,
as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, we give a formulated definition
on the sequential recommendation, and then we introduce
the concept of implicit interactions. In the following, we
explain the definition of item trend information and user short-
term preference, and elaborate how they are modeled through
embedding layer and self-attention layer, and the relationship
between those two layers. Next, we demonstrate how these
information together are used jointly to yield a prediction
score. At last we present the time complexity analysis result.

A. Formulation of Our Model

At first, to be consistent, we would like to clarify the
notation convention used in this paper as follows: scalars are
denoted in plain typeface, a lowercase bold letter denotes a
vector, and a uppercase boldface denotes a matrix.

A formulation description of our model is given as follows.
Assuming we have the user-item interaction list of users u
which is denoted as Lu = {vk|k ∈ Hu}, Similarly, the item
list Lv = {uk|k ∈ Hv} is the set of users who have interacted
with the particular item v, where Hv is the set of item indices
that denotes interactions. If our model is regarded as a function
F(·) with all the parameters denoted as Θ, then the sequential
recommendation task can be formulated as follows:

R = F [(Lu,Lv); Θ], (1)

where R is the list of items to be recommended to u, Lv is
the matrix of Lv for all the items in the whole dataset.

Table I displays the most frequently used notations in this
paper.

TABLE I
LIST OF NOTATIONS

notation meaning

Lu interaction history list of ui
Lv set of users have interacted with vi
Hu interacted item indices of ui
Hv indices of users interacted with vi
Lu
p sequence of items ui recently interacted

Lv
q sequence of top-q users interacted with vi

u+ short-term preference of ui
v+ trend information of vi
Lv
q,L

u
p embeddings of Lv

q and Lu
p

r̂ij output of score of vj w.r.t ui
Θ parameters to be learned
d dimension of embedding
p, q the lengths of Lu

p and Lv
q

ω, α, β ω indicates the proportion to which the temporary
and long-term user preference contributes,α and β
indicates to what extent the item trend information
should be taken into account.

B. Implicit Interaction

Our proposed approach addresses the next item prediction
problem with the implicit interaction histories. An implicit
interaction is a style of user interaction that does not require
the explicit behaviors but still shows the user preference. For
example, a click, or a purchase falls into the category of
implicit interaction, while the direct rating behavior of a movie
belongs to the explicit interaction. We model the implicit
interaction using a two-value system, where 1 indicates the
user has interacted with a item, and 0 indicates the user dislikes
or has not interacted with a item yet. For example, as Table
II shows, (u1, v1) equals 1 means user u1 had interacted with
item v1.

C. Inputs and Embedding Layer

User Short-term Preference Modeling Let us assume for
a interaction history sequence Lu of user u, an recent user-



item sequence Lu
p with the length p is extracted for short-term

preference modelling, which is represented as

Lu
p = {v1, v2, . . . , vp}. (2)

Here we take Table II as an example, in this case we take
p = 4 for convenience. We can see that the user u1 has recently
watched v1, v4, v5, v7 those four movies. Then, we have Lu1

4 =
{v1, v4, v5, v7}.

The embedding vector of each item that the user u has
interacted with, is obtained by looking up through an item
embedding matrix which is initialized with random values and
will be updated in the learning process. Thus, the embedding
matrix of Lu

p can be denoted by

Lu
p = (v1,v2, . . .vp), (3)

where Lu
p ∈ Rd×p, and d denotes the dimension of embedding

of items.
Item Trend Information Modeling Assuming for the item

TABLE II
AN INSTANCE OF ITEM TREND INFORMATION

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8

u1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1. . . (Apr-3-12:30)
u2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
u3 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1. . . (Apr-1-22:23)
u4 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1. . . (Feb-2-12:30)
u5 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
u6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1. . . (Feb-1-2:20)
u7 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1. . . (Feb-1-8:32)
u8 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1. . . (Jan-12-2:30)
u9 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1. . . (Jan-11-11:08)
u10 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1. . . (Jan-3-4:20)

v, the list of users who have interacted with v is denoted
as Lv = {uk|k ∈ Hv}, where Hv is the set of indices that
denotes the index of users who have ever interacted with the
item v. We extract the latest top q elements of the set Lv for
modelling the representation of the trend information of this
item. Accordingly, we denote it as

Lv
q = (u1, u2, . . . , uq). (4)

Let us take Table II as an example. As it shows, the elements
in the last column valued 1 indicate that those users have
interacted with v8. Here in the last column, each interaction
record is paired with a time-stamp. If we take q = 4 in this
case, it means that the top 4 recent interactions are used for
the item trend information modeling. For convenience, the last
column is sorted in the descending order in terms of time-
stamp. If we want to select the top 4 records as the latest
interaction history, as we boldface in Table II, we then get the
corresponding user list Lv8

4 = (u1, u3, u4, u6). Similar to what
we do in user short-term preference modelling , we look up
through a embedding layer to obtain the embedding matrix of
Lv
q :

Lv
q = (u1,u2, . . . ,uq), (5)

where Lv
q ∈ Rd×q .

Long-term Modeling for Users and Items We denote the

long-term representation of the user u as ui. Accordingly,
the long-term representation of the item v is denoted as vi.
In our approach, the long-term representations for users and
items are two low-rank vectors with d dimensions, which
are obtained through a look-up operation from separated
embedding matrices. Here, d is a hyper-parameter which is
specified by the user. For example, the index i of one particular
user ui is used to get a corresponding embedding vector ui.
The parameters of the embedding are updated via the back-
propagating process in each training epoch.

D. Self-Attention and Aggregation Layer
Self-Attention Layer The embeded user-item interaction list
Lu
p and item trend information Lv

q are fed into a self-attention
layer for better representation modelling. Self-attention func-
tion [17] is defined as follows:

attention(Q,K,V) = softmax(
QKT

√
d

)V, (6)

where V is the input matrix, and Q,K stand for query and
key respectively, which are the matrices mapped from input V
with the weight matrices WQ and WK, respectively, where
Q = ReLu(WQV), K = ReLu(WKV). In addition, the
product is fed into a ReLu non-linear activation function.
ReLu (Rectified Linear Unit) [18] is a widely used non-linear
activation function in deep learning. It can be formalized as
follows:

ReLu(x) = max(0, x). (7)

On the other hand,
√
d is a scaling factor used to scale

the dot product above, thus avoiding the gradient to end up
becoming too small.

At last, a softmax layer is used to map the output to a range
between 0 and 1, which can be viewed as the affinity of each
feature in the matrix. The shape of the output matrix remains
the same as input.
Aggregation Layer Aggregation layer is used to fit the shape
of output of embedding matrix in order to be able to perform
following dot-product operation. In experiment section we
analysed average aggregation and max aggregation, here we
take average aggregation as an example. We aggregate the
matrix Lu

p and Lv
q along each row as follows:

u+ = (u+
1 , u

+
2 , . . . , u

+
d ). (8)

The t th entry of u+
t is aggregated through:

u+
t =

1

p

∑
i

Lu
it, (9)

where u+ indicates the short-term preferences. Similarly, the
latest top k item embedding matrix Lv

q is fed into the self-
attention layer as well. We aggregate the output matrix Lv

q

along each column as follows:

v+ = (v+
1 , v

+
2 , . . . , v

+
d ). (10)

The t th entry of v+
t is aggregated through:

v+
t =

1

q

∑
i

Lv
it, (11)



where v+ indicates the item trend information.

E. Prediction layer

Prediction Score Definition We define the prediction func-
tion as follows:

r̂ij = ωui(vj + αv+
j ) + (1− ω)u+(vj + βv+

j ), (12)

where r̂ij is the next item to be recommended by our recom-
mender algorithm, j is the index of the next item, i is the
index of the current user to be recommended. ω indicates
the proportion to which the short-term and long-term user
preferences contribute, α and β specify to what extent the
item trend information should be taken into account. When
ω = 1, α = 0, it degrades to a matrix factorization based
model [4].
Loss Function Definition

Inspired by the BPR-Opt proposed by Rendal et.al [19],
which has been proved to provide a better ranking quality than
the rating prediction based optimization methods in implicit
interaction scenarios, the loss function in our approach is
defined as: ∑

(u,i,j)∈Ds

lnσ(r̂ui − r̂uj , )− λΘ||Θ||2, (13)

where Ds = {(u, i, j|i ∈ Lu, j ∈ I\Lu)}, and I denotes the
items set. The semantic explanation of Ds is that user u is
assumed to prefer i over j. r̂ui,j is the prediction score of the
user u on the item i and j, λΘ||Θ||2 is the regularization term.
Let’s take the movie recommendation as an example, our loss
function aims to minimize the error so that a user has a greater
possibility to watch the movie i over the movie j.

F. Time Complexity

The time complexity of our model is mainly due to the self-
attention layer. Assuming the single user interaction sequence
to be Lv

q , and Lu
p to be the sequence length of users who

have interacted with one item recently. The time complexity
is O(|Lv

q |
2
d + |Lu

p |2d). Thanks to the parallelizable nature
of self-attention mechanism, our method has a relatively low
sequential complexity of O(1), compared with the RNN-
based method such as GRU4Rec [13] which has a sequential
complexity of O(n), since it has to wait for the output of time
step t−1. The empirical study results evidence that our method
runs the order of magnitude faster than other RNN-based and
CNN-based methods.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, extensive experiments are conducted to ver-
ify the effectiveness, sensitivity, and efficiency of our proposed
model TRec using the item trend information. Accordingly, we
would like to answer the following research questions:
• RQ1: Is the item trend information useful in the se-

quential recommendation? If so, how do the key hyper-
parameters affect the performance of our approach?

• RQ2: Does our approach outperform the state-of-the-art
models?

A. Experimental Settings
Dataset We perform our experiments with four public
datasets: three of them are the subsets of Amazon Custom Re-
view Dataset: Luxury, Software and Digital. Amazon Custom
Review Dataset [20] is a widely accepted stable benchmark
dataset for recommendation systems. The rest one dataset we
adopt is MovieLens100K1, which is an online movie website
for movie recommendation and building custom movie taste
profiles. The statistics of these four datasets are demonstrated
in Table.III, where the median in the header row means the
median of rating counts per user. Based on this statistics, we
conclude the facts as follows:

TABLE III
DATASET STATISTICS

Dataset Users Items Total Rating Counts Median

Luxury 12,369 416,425 536,554 32
ML100K 610 9,724 100,000 70.5
Software 21,663 375,147 459,436 3
Digital 32,589 324,040 371,344 2

• MovieLens100K has the largest median of ratings per
user (70.5 per user), which implies the users from movie
websites behave more actively than those from the e-
commerce shopping websites. Luxury subset comes a
close second with 32 ratings per user in terms of median.

• Software and Digital subsets have a significantly fewer
ratings per user. It suggests that users tend to buy fewer
items of those categories.

Evaluation Measures The dataset is split into three portions,
70 percent of original dataset is used for training,the rest is
split into two parts: 20 percent for validation and 10 percent
for testing. We use two metrics to evaluate our approach
versus other models in the way of Recall@K and NDCG@K.
Recall@K indicates the ratio of users that have interacted
with the items over top-K recommended items, given by our
prediction algorithm. NDCG (Normal Discounted Cumulative
Gain) metric takes the position into account. It is often used to
measure the effectiveness of web search engine algorithms or
related applications. NDCG measures the usefulness or gain
of a document based on its position in the result list. The gain
is accumulated from the top of the result list to the bottom,
with the gain of each result discounted at lower ranks.
Baseline Methods The following competitive methods which
are popular in the sequential recommendation tasks are com-
pared with our proposed approach.
• BPR-MF BPR-MF [19] is a well-known latent factor

model for recommendation system, where rating are
calculated through a dot product of two low-rank user
and item latent vectors.

• FPMC FPMC (Factorization Machines) [5] FPMC is a
representative baseline for next-basket recommendation,
which integrates the MF with first-order MCs.

• GRU4Rec GRU4Rec [13] is the first model that applies
RNN to the sequential recommendation, and does not

1https://grouplens.org/datasets/MovieLens/



consider a user’s identity. The input of GRU4Rec is a set
of items, and the embedded items matrix is fed into the
stacked GRU layers for next item prediction.

• AttRec AttRec [8] utilizes the self-attention mechanism
from NLP to infer the item-item relationship from the
user historical interactions. It also takes user’s transient
interest into consideration.

• Caser Caser [14] is a convolution based sequential rec-
ommendation model. It captures the high-order Markov
chains via applying the convolution operations on the
recent user interaction sequences.

• HGN HGN (Hierarchical Gating Networks for Sequen-
tial Recommendation) [21] adopts a hierarchical gating
architecture to select what item features can be passed to
the downstream layers from the feature and instance level.
HGN outperforms several recent state-of-the-art models
on different datasets.

B. RQ1:Hyperparameter and Ablation Analysis

In order to answer RQ1, we design a series of experiments
aiming to figure out the effect of the crucial hyperparameters
which will affect the performance of our model. We do the
ablation analysis as well which aims to investigate the effec-
tiveness of the item trend information. Item trend information
plays a crucial role in our approach and distinguishes our
method from other sequential recommendation methods. There
are two factors affecting the performance of our proposed
methods: the first is the modeling of item trend information,
and the other factor is how the item trend information is
absorbed with the item embedding.

The hyperparameter q directly influence the first factor, and
the hyperparameter ω, β, andα significantly affect upon the
second factor. we study the impact of these two factors as
follows.
Item Trend Information Modeling The sequence length q

Fig. 2. Effect of q for item trend information

of the recent user defines the time span of the trend for an
item. Based on the result shown in Fig.2, we have following
observations:
• The performance goes slightly better when the length

parameter q is set to a higher value.

• When the value of q reaches a certain level,the result of
performance goes stable.

• The optimal value of q varies and depends on the dataset
we choose. The datasets in which items have longer user
interaction history require a relatively larger value of q,
therefore the item trend is well represented. For example,
a mechanical keyboard has gone out of fashion since
2000, but remains popular in the niche market. As such,
one or two recent purchase record can not represent its
falling trend.

Sensitivity Analysis: ω, α and β The proportion parameters
determine how much percentage the item trend information
should be considered, and thus affect the final prediction score.
To be more concretely, ω indicates the proportion of the long-
term user preference, and correspondingly 1 − ω reflects the
proportion of the short-term user preference. Similarly, α and
β are the proportions of the item trend information.

Fig. 3. Effects of the hyper-parameters: ω, α, β on luxury and MovieLens
datasets

The impact of proportion parameters is shown in Fig. 3.
The optimal value of these parameters varies when different
datasets are adopted. As we can obviously see from this
figure that the higher values of α and β result in the better
performance on the four datasets. We can also find that the
optimal value of ω varies on four datasets, however, the
performance downgrade rapidly as ω goes toward 1. This
reveals the importance of user short-term preference.
Dimension of Embedding Embedding vector carries the
information of users and items. The dimension of embedding
vector dictates the capacity of information of a user or an
item. We test the effect of varying dimension lengths on two
datasets: Amazon-Luxury and Software. We present the effect
of dimension of embedding d on Recall@10 in Fig. 4. It shows
that embedding with a dimension less than 40 is incapable to
represent enough information of a user or an item. As d grows
larger, the performance goes up with an unstable fluctuation.
Generally speaking, the performance of all the models behaves
much better when d is larger than 100.
Ablation Analysis In order to answer RQ1 and find out

the effectiveness of different components in our proposed
framework, to this end, we take apart our model and evaluate
the performance with part of its component taken away. The



TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OVER OTHER BASELINE MODELS. BEST PERFORMANCE IS BOLDFACED WHILE SCORES UNDERLINED COMES TO A SECOND

PLACE IN PERFORMANCE. IMPROVEMENT DEMONSTRATES THE PERCENTAGE OF IMPROVEMENT OF OUR MODEL VERSUS THE BEST BASELINE MODEL

Dataset BPR-MF FPMC GRU4Rec AttRec Caser HGN TRec Improvement

Recall@10

Amazon-Luxury 0.1127 0.1219 0.1491 0.1746 0.1544 0.1788 0.1972 10.29%
MovieLens100K 0.0712 0.0857 0.0889 0.0956 0.0982 0.0965 0.1053 9.12%

Digital 0.0631 0.0660 0.0700 0.0704 0.0723 0.0752 0.0872 15.96%
Software 0.0812 0.0957 0.2009 0.3216 0.2952 0.3205 0.3331 3.58%

Recall@20

Amazon-Luxuxy 0.2426 0.1691 0.1711 0.1918 0.2094 0.1995 0.2310 10.32%
MovieLens100K 0.1257 0.1492 0.1522 0.1529 0.1545 0.1617 0.1735 7.31%

Digital 0.0712 0.0728 0.0811 0.0830 0.0851 0.1074 0.1213 12.94%
Software 0.1320 0.1402 0.2518 0.3816 0.3497 0.3791 0.4113 7.89%

NDCG@10

Amazon-Luxuxy 0.0624 0.0675 0.0724 0.0842 0.0792 0.0892 0.0981 9.87%
MovieLens100K 0.0458 0.0495 0.0531 0.0618 0.0581 0.0654 0.0699 6.88%

Digital 0.0574 0.0625 0.0674 0.0790 0.0759 0.0792 0.0855 7.95%
Software 0.0524 0.0575 0.0624 0.0700 0.0654 0.0689 0.0746 6.71%

NDCG@20

Amazon-Luxuxy 0.0453 0.0495 0.0513 0.0671 0.0642 0.0685 0.0745 8.76%
MovieLens100K 0.0325 0.0353 0.0379 0.0448 0.0426 0.0468 0.0498 6.62%

Digital 0.0422 0.0455 0.0570 0.0574 0.0589 0.0641 0.0691 7.64%
Software 0.0401 0.0428 0.0524 0.0532 0.0510 0.0545 0.0580 6.42%

Fig. 4. Effects of dimension of embedding: d

results are based on Amazon-Luxury and MovieLens100K.
Recall@10 and NDCG@10 are used as the evaluating metrics
for our test. R@10 in Table IV stands for Recall@10. The
results shown in Table V demonstrate the effect of these
different model variations. The default setting achieves the
ideal marks over the Luxury and ML100K two datasets. We
can see our model with the self-attention layer taken away
decreased in performance. The reason might be that the self-
attention layer efficiently captures the interrelation of the
variables within the features of user and item. We also notice
the impact of removing item trend information comes with a
decrease in performance. The Amazon-Luxury dataset have a
larger rate of performance decreasing, which is supposed to
attribute to a shorter time-span of the item trend. (5) shows
the user short-term preference plays an important role in both
datasets. Removing the user short-term representation leads to
a consistent performance degradation in our test. (6) shows
a significant loss in performance. Compared to (5) which
suffers a relatively modest decrease, it seems that the item
trend information makes a compensation on the accuracy in
some way.

We also experiment with different attentive matrix aggrega-
tion methods. In the default situation, the average method is
adopted. We test the max aggregation as an alternative way.
The result in (7-8) shows a slight fluctuation in performance.
So we conclude that the impact of aggregation is related to
different datasets.

TABLE V
ABLATION ANALYSIS, W/ AND W/O STAND FOR WITH AND WITHOUT,ITI

STAND FOR ITEM TREND INFORMATION

Architecture Amazon-Luxury MovieLens100K
R@10 NDCG@10 R@10 NDCG@10

(1) TRec 0.194 0.096 0.103 0.096
(2) w/o Self-Att 0.182 0.085 0.095 0.083
(3) w/o ITI 0.174 0.078 0.093 0.079
(4) w/o Self-Att&ITI 0.170 0.074 0.089 0.075
(5) w/o u+ 0.179 0.081 0.094 0.081
(6) w/o u+&ITI 0.132 0.051 0.064 0.051
(7) aggr-avg 0.194 0.096 0.103 0.096
(8) aggr-max 0.192 0.094 0.103 0.095

C. RQ2:Performance Comparison

The performance comparison result is shown in Table IV.
The best performance is boldfaced while the scores underlined
comes to a second place in performance. It is demonstrated
that our proposed model TRec achieves the best performance
among all the datasets. The superior performance answers
RQ2. By integrating the item trend information and the user
short-term preference together with the long-term user and
item representation, our model has significantly enhanced the
effectiveness of sequential recommendation tasks. This table
also obviously shows the listed non-neural approaches (i.e.
MF and FPMC), are significantly outperformed by our method
with an up to 10 percent gain. A intuitive explanation is
that these latent factor based models view users and items
as being static. Hence, they neglects the potential and latent
information within them, such as the item trend information
and the user short-term preference. Comparing to the latest
neural-based methods, our model achieves an encouraging gain
in performance. We can see that our proposed model exhibits
the improvements over other baseline models from 6% to 10%
on different datasets. It is noteworthy that our model achieves
a more competitive gain on the Luxury dataset. A reasonable
explanation is that the luxury item goes out of fashion in a



relatively shorter time span.
TABLE VI

TRAINING TIME COST COMPARISON(PER EPOCH) IN TERMS OF SECONDS

Dataset GRU4Rec Caser AttRec HGN TRec

MovieLens100K 16 14 1.8 2.5 1.9
Luxury 40 32 7.8 9.0 7.8
Digital 30 23 5.7 6.5 5.8

Software 33 28 6.5 7.3 6.6

D. Training Efficiency

We conduct the training efficiency test over four differ-
ent benchmark datasets. Factorization based models are not
tested in this comparison as their recommendation accuracy
is outperformed by the state-of-the-art models. All the tests
are running over 100 epochs and the average time cost per
epoch is recorded for evaluation. Table VI shows the deep
learning based models like GRU4Rec [13] and Caser [14] cost
a huge amount of time for training each epoch. Our model
achieves a significantly lower runtime cost over other neural-
based baseline models. Therefore, our proposed method has
a promising potential to be employed into the real industrial
practice.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a novel sequential recommen-
dation approach TRec, which incorporates the item trend
information into the consideration for the next item prediction.
To the best of our knowledge, TRec is the first method
that exploits the item trend information for prediction in the
context of sequential recommendation. Extensive empirical
results show that our proposed model achieves the superior
performance versus the state-of-the-art models, while the run-
time cost per epoch is smaller than the CNN-based or RNN-
based approaches by a wide margin.

In the future, we would investigate a more efficient and pre-
cisely way in terms of representing the item trend information
other than using the latest top k interacted users’ embedding.
as well as combining the rich side information, such as
user review. We would also investigate taking advantage of
reinforcement learning to address the varying item trend issue.
Our model suffers another drawback that graph-based scenario
like social network is not suitable for matrix-like modelling.
Seeking method for item trend information representation in
graph scenario might be another research direction.
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